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body and the tape, keeping the tape
parallel to the floor.

Keep one finger between the tape
and your body. Imagine that the
tape measure is the trousers you
will be wearing and take the size
that you desire.

11. Hips size :
Stand with your heels together,
and measure around the fullest part
of your hips, keeping the tape
parallel to the floor.

12. Jacket Length :
Measure from the highest
part of your shoulder (A) (next
to the shirt collar) to the
desired measure (B)– normally
you should measure to the tip
of your thumb (B).
Important : The measuring
tape must pass through the
center chest.

13 Crotch length :
Hold the tape at the center back
of your waist (A). Run the tape
between
your
legs,
pulling
comfortably at the crotch, and up to
your natural waist in front (B).
Both (A) and (B) at the same level
where you would wear your pants.
If you have any doubts compare
this measure with pants that fit you
well.

14.Thigh size :
Measure around the widest part of
your thigh. Let loose so that you
can put a finger between your body
and the tape.

15.Knee :
Measure around your knee.
Remember that it is an optional
measurement.

16. Pant's length :
Measure from the waist (where
you would wear your pants) (A) to
the desired length (B), normally you
should measure to the beginning of
the heel (B).

17. Skirt length :
Measure from the waist (where
you would wear your skirt) (A) to
the desired length for the skirt(B).

18. Trousers Bottom-Width :
Measure around the width of your
trousers bottom. measure the
circumference over your trousers.

Optional Detail
Back Shape

Normal

Hunched

Erect

Slight forward stoop

Curved upper back

Stomach

Flat Stomach

Slight Stomach

Protruding Stomach

Square shoulders

Normal shoulders

Sloping shoulders

Shoulder Type

Chest type

Normal flat chest

Collapsed chest

Muscular and developed

Large and sagging

Thighs

Normal

Large, muscular

Large, not muscular

Normal

Muscular and developed

Large, not muscular

Normal

Prominent or protruding

Flat

Arms

Seat Type

